
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN - DOSSIN 

SINGLE ROOM INTERIOR DESIGN 

 
Select one room from your dream home which you would like to create an Interior Design Board for. There are many 

ways to create an interior design board, and each one a designer creates can be different. However, no one hires a designer 

who can’t present their ideas in a visually pleasing, organized and understandable manner. It would be like hiring a chef 

who doesn’t know how to measure or select ingredients or a dancer who can’t dance.  Since we prefaced this by saying 

every interior design board is different, listed below are the requirements you need to have in your board, but you get 

show it in an exciting, way that would inspire someone looking at it. 

 

Requirements: 

1. Select a room from your dream home. 

2. Show a Rendered Floor Plan with furniture in this room. Label items to make things clear. 

3. Furniture Selection: Pictures of the furniture you will have in the room. (Make sure they match what 

you showed in the floor plan. For example, don’t include a picture of a couch if you don’t have a couch 

shown in your plan.) 

4. Accessory Selection: Pictures of accessories such as lamps, window treatments, electronics like tvs, 

appliances, pictures, pillows, plants, etc. you will have in your room. You don’t have to worry about 

filling your entire room up, but enough to give some idea about the style you are designing towards. 

5. Material Samples: Flooring, wall covering, paint, cabinets, backsplashes, tile, countertops, etc. (The 

items that would still be in a house when it is completely empty.) 

6. Furniture/ Accessory/ Material Key: An easy to follow, logical way of labeling the items you have 

selected. Items should be labeled in a way that it would be easy for the client to find and purchased what 

you have selected. 

7. A well written Design Mission Statement explaining why the room is designed the way that you have 

shown, how you want the room to feel, and the STYLE is would be considered. 

8. Include a Board Title, Your Name and Date on the front. 

9. The board should be done neat, creative, professional and clear attention to detail. Items are labeled so if 

someone unfamiliar with architecture or the project could understand it. The background of the board 

should coordinate with the overall design scheme. 

10. Turn it in on time. Your boss and clients have deadlines. 

11. Go above and beyond if you can. Required by 2-HOUR Students. Draw one Interior Elevation or 3D 

Sketch showing an interesting aspect of your room. 
 

It is your choice to make a completely Digital Board or a combination Hard Board. Look at the examples 

shown in class as well as on-line and make your decision based on your strengths as a designer and what would fit 

your project (and in the future your client’s needs) better. 
 

   
By completing this, students will be able to… 
Identify and operate design tools/instruments (CAD and./or manual) (I1) 
Use appropriate combinations of building materials and components that satisfy the requirements of building programs.(g1) 

Identify pictorial drawings (i.e., isometric, oblique, perspective and presentation) (k1) 

Identify building styles (l3) 
Identify measurements (l8) 

Develop interior and exterior elevations (m6),       Identify architectural terms and symbols (m1) 



 
 



 


